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Sometimes you put something together –
not the constructed vessel down in your
studio, but an experience – in just the
right way. It might be an adventure in
creativity, a project, or even a deadline
you set up. Once begun, you continue
to tweak and embellish the idea. It seems
comfortable and easy. Then you realize
you have set yourself up for a fall. Panic.
Breathe. Keep moving forward.
That is how the “Teapot Improv”
project began. Two other potters, Patti
Connor-Greene and Denise WoodwardDetrich, and I wrote a proposal for a
group teapot show at a local arts council’s gallery. We called it Conversations
With Teapots and planned to meet every
three to four months at each of our studios – to talk, critique, and work. After
a year, we would select our show pieces
from all that we had made during that
time. Each meeting was over a weekend,
starting in August 2010, again in October,
and then in early February 2011. For our
October meeting we decided to work on
collaborative teapots. I had done this with
my students and with workshop participants, but not in this setting, and not
with my own work. We each brought
three spouts, three lids and three bodies,
all using cone 10 clay. We each had nine
parts total after our exchange: a body, a
lid, and a spout made by each of us. Our
goal was to create nine teapots apiece,
using each piece in the exchange as a
starting point for a teapot. Further, we decided to ﬁre all the “creations” in Denise’s
salt kiln shortly before our February gathering. It seemed that the idea of taking

each of the nine parts and responding
to them by creating the rest of a teapot
would be a clever challenge. On that
October evening, we worked together
in Patti’s studio – a little bit of throwing,
a spout demo, a bit of slab work, and some
paddling of forms, but we didn’t really dig
in to assembling forms and to discovery
as a group. I could see this experience
was different. It was more relaxed and selfdirected than a workshop with a teacherinstructor and a time limit, and there
was an air of conﬁdent anticipation all
around. On Sunday, we enjoyed more
conversation, meals, and walks, packed
up our clay parts, and headed home.
We came to working together as fellowartists, not as competitors, and we looked
to the journey as a shared endeavor. The
collaboration challenged us in different
ways: Denise is a full-time gallery director
at a university. Her studio time is treasured, and she expected positive results
with each effort. Patti is a retired psychology professor and now a passionate fulltime ceramic artist. I am a former adjunct
instructor who recently returned to a
full-time studio practice, and who needed
the challenge and motivation of a deadline. We all considered ourselves professional potters, and each of us had at least
twenty years’ experience working in clay.
Failure is an interesting word, but a little scary in practice. In my security as an
experienced maker, I expected to achieve
desirable results without too much anxiety. In recent years, I have enjoyed the
challenge of constructing pots by combining random parts. The results have
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…In order to arrive there,
To arrive where you are, to get from where
you are not,
You must go by a way wherein there is no
ecstacy.
In order to arrive at what you do not know
You must go by a way which is the way
of ignorance.
In order to possess what you do not possess
You must go by the way of dispossession.
In order to arrive at what you are not
You must go through the way in which
you are not.
And what you do not know is the only thing
you know
And what you own is what you do not own
And where you are is where you are.
– T. S. Eliot, “East Coker” from Four Quartets
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RULES FOR STUDENTS
AND TEACHERS

1. Find a place you trust, and
then try trusting it for awhile.

2. General duties if a student:
pull everything out of your
teacher; pull everything out of
your fellow students.

3. General duties if a teacher:
pull everything out of your
students.

4. Consider everything an
experiment.

5. Be self-disciplined; this
means finding someone wise
or smart and choosing to
follow them. To be disciplined
is to follow in a good way. To
be self-disciplined is to follow
in a better way.

6. Nothing is a mistake.
There’s no win and no fail,
there’s only make.

7. The only rule is work. If you
work it will lead to something.
It’s the people who do all of
the work all of the time who
eventually catch on to things.

8.Don’t try to create and analyze at the same time. They’re
different processes.

9. Be happy whenever you can
manage it. Enjoy.

– John Cage
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been lidded jars, vessels, and teapots. This
work has kept me creatively engaged in
my studio and has been a catalyst for
growth and increased curiosity. Can I
make the clay do what I want? Does it
look any good? In this joint project, I felt
that my self-knowledge and previous
creative experiences would allow me
to recognize the positive aspects of any
failures and how to use them as propellants toward solutions or other ideas.
This attitude was very helpful, but there
was much to learn.
Back home after our October meeting,
I began my teapots. I wanted to record
my progress and decided that digital
pictures and a sketchbook would be a
good method. Initially, I sketched the
nine parts, then I sketched a page full of
teapot ideas using each part. I also looked
through my books and magazines to help
steer me away from my “normal” solutions. I found that I used “favorite” exchanged parts ﬁrst and liked the results
best. After sketching, I threw whatever
parts I needed to complete each teapot,
usually working on two or three teapots
at a time. I took photographs at different
stages of construction and sketched ideas
for later glazing decisions. I had set myself a deadline to complete all construction before Thanksgiving, approximately
six weeks. This would leave plenty of drying, bisque-ﬁring, and glazing time, alongside other studio and family obligations.
As Patti, Denise, and I began to exchange
e-mails on how our studio progress was
going, it became obvious that we were
each having a very different experience.
Descriptions included: deer in the headlights moments, going rogue, sketch sketch
sketch, uncover…spritz…tuck back in…keep
thinking, procrastination, out of my comfort
zone, oddest teapot yet, followed by ugliest
ever!!!!!!!, harder than if we were new to clay,
you must make the teapot, I can’t make the
teapot, remember, process over outcome is
what counts, studio melodrama, look at this
as brainstorming-in-clay, and more. In early
December, Patti e-mailed us quotes from

John Cage and T. S. Eliot, which turned
out to be handy advice. How ﬁtting these
quotes were. Even though I had completed the construction of my nine
teapots by that time, I reﬂected on the
wisdom. While we did not work together
in a single studio at length, keeping in
contact through e-mail was important
and revealed the struggles we encountered. Our emails also revealed a desire
to work independently so that the results
would be more individual. The commitment to our future show gave us the
feeling of working together – of collaboration. Overall, Denise described her
experience as “smiling and grimacing
at the same time – but deﬁnitely worth
every stretch.” We all agreed!
In early February, we gathered to view
the salt-ﬁred results. Although we had
not edited any teapots out, we didn’t
have the “nine teapots each.” Some of
our experiments had failed in the bisque,
while a few parts were still wrapped in
plastic waiting for inspiration. I felt there
was some apprehension in the air as we
talked before starting to unbrick the door.
Perhaps it was not so much anxiety as
self-consciousness. From our e-mails and
conversations, I sensed that the experience
with trying new techniques on unfamiliar teapot parts had added a little unexpected awkwardness to the collaborative
pots, but there was no requirement for
these pots to be part of the show down
the road. As we unloaded the kiln I could
see that the teapots had done their job
perfectly. We critiqued our own pots and
each other’s, each of us seeing details
with different eyes. We evaluated what
had happened to our donated parts and
what we had done with received parts.
I found the critiquing helped reveal
positives about some of my teapots that
I hadn’t considered successes. I also found
that using exchanged parts created a need
to keep moving the results forward so
that they would feel more like my own.
We had used diverse ways to approach
a form, rediscovered methods of con-
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struction, utilized sketchbooks as never
before, and even moved into collaborations using other media. What seemed
like stepping out into the void became
a transformative event, full of listening,
observing, and integrating new ideas and
methods foreign to our current studio
practices. I decided that about four of my
teapots counted as successes, along with
two from the next generation inspired
by the collaborative pots. Conversation
among us suggested that many of these
teapots would not be in the show, but it
was exciting to realize that both the successes and the failures counted as accomplishments. The main goal had been to
make time for creative play: to experiment
without fretting about ownership or
product. What we set up was, in essence,

willed failure – the opportunity to create,
free of the requirement for success.
Now, back to the rest of those teapots;
the show opens in a few months!

preceding page, left: Teapot
Sketches, 2010.
preceding page, right:
Teapots, green.
below: Black Satin Teapot, 2011.

Sue Grier is a studio potter living near Asheville,
North Carolina. A former instructor at Clemson
University, she now teaches workshops and exhibits
her work. Conversations with Teapots will open
at the Toe River Arts Council, in Burnsville, North
Carolina, on Sept. 9 2011.
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